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Abstract

Huge amount of health care data are available online to improve the overall performance of health care system. Since this huge health care Big-data is valuable and sensitive, it requires safety. In this paper we analyze numerous ways in which the health care Big-data can be protected. In recent days many augmented security algorithm that are suitable for Big-data have emerged like, El-Gamal, Triple-DES, and Homomorphic algorithms. Also authentication and access control can be implemented over Big-data using Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) and Attribute-Based Access Control (ABAC) schemes.

Along with security to Big-data we try to evolve the ways in which the valuable Big-data can be optimized to improve the Big-data analysis. Mathematical optimization techniques such as simple and multi-purpose optimization and simulation are employed in Big-data to maximize the patient satisfaction and usage of doctor’s consulting facility. And also, to minimize the cost spent by patient and energy wasted.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, healthcare environment is extensively more explosive and complex than in years past. Healthcare developments are progressively essential in healthcare innovativeness and health care groups are making gradually more volumes of high velocity data in an immeasurable plan. These huge volumes of data need a sophisticated environment to collect, store, process and retrieve it in an efficient way. This special environment is called Big-data. In the recent years medication has become available online with the support of Big-data. Digitizing the health care data is the trend of new era of health care industry. This ended up in what is called the big-data, which is describing as a huge data collection with different structures and variable rate of growth. This Big-data plays an important role in almost all business intelligence. The decisions made by analyzing the Big-data are very vital for the business growth in corporate and patient’s welfare in hospitals. Doctors do their consultation over internet by diagnosing the health compliant with the data available on the fly. In most of the situations either the doctor or the patient could not travel physically to the hospital. This will reduce the cost of healthcare for the hospital and also for patients [15].

The Australian government spends about 130 million dollars for healthcare alone [12]. Big-data was used extensively in controlling and preventing Ebola virus in Africa by isolating the places where the people movement is excessive and identifying best place to set up treatment places [10, 21, 23]. The applications that are available on smart phones can collect the data and analyze to forecast the health complications well in advance [21, 23]. Huge amounts of clinical data can be analyzed to find out the best subject for clinical trials. Regular monitoring, collection and analysis of medical data of a patient at high risk can reduce the preventable deaths. The medical data collected over a long period of time can be used to diagnose the side effects of new medicines. Medical history of members in a family can help in DNA analysis to figure out the diseases due to heredity [21, 23]. By integrating different big data technologies in healthcare the performance and throughput of the health care information system can be faster and safer.

The Indiana Health Information Exchange in United States is a non-profit charity organization, which provides a secure and reliable technology network of health care information connecting about 90 hospitals, community health centers, rehabilitation units and other healthcare solution providers located in Indiana. This system allows medical information to be submitted from any location which is connected and the same information can be accessed from any location in the network [13]. To utilize this facility the sensitive health data of the patients should be secured from data leakage and damage. Since the data stored are real, latest and sensitive data they must be secured efficiently. Any breaches in the Big-data store can lead to drastic effects such as wrong prediction of disease, wrong prescription of medicines, false forecast of health risks and irrelevant treatment, etc. The primary privacy issue with Big-data is Insider attack. Since the insiders are given the complete access to the storage they can easily steal the data. Also some cloud service providers may steal and sell the data to make money [3, 5]. Hence the data used for analysis must be secured in an efficient way.

A framework which provides a big data driven model for the optimization of healthcare processes is discussed in [31]. An enlightened optimize model of access controller in big data using assurance interval and digital signatures dis-
cussed in [2]. A survey of cost effective big data in healthcare applications [32] which considerably reduce the cost incurred in health care systems. Improving the health care systems performance by simulation optimization [11] is described well in this paper. A multi-objective demonstrating in health care facilities is a well-organized way to optimize the specified data. Multiple optimal solutions taking into account weights if considered objective function [18].

2. Big Data Security in Health Care Page Style

Data encryption schemes are useful to avoid possibilities of breaches such as packet sniffing and theft of data. Health care systems may have to face attacks like distributed denial of service (DDOS), malicious software attacks, stealing data by insiders and outsiders [17]. Multiple biometric values are used to create keys for encryption to implement randomness [33]. With the Map-Reduce framework, the malicious activities of some nodes can be identified by the auditor nodes, which perform monitoring and accountability tests (A Tests) [30, 26]. The data model used in the scheme described in [5] collects the data from mobile phones, sensor networks as well as from social media. Symmetric key encryption is used to protect the data. A public key crytosystem called ElGamal encryption algorithm is used for encrypting the symmetric key. This is simple, efficient and less-overhead public-key encryption algorithm. The algorithm choice for encrypting the data depends on the sensitivity and complexity of the data. A mobile phone app is used to receive health care information in text, number and image formats from the user. The collected data are encrypted using the symmetric key and sent to the Cloud Service Provider (CSP). The CSP and the mobile app are assumed to be honest and not leaking the data out. The patient have the authority to decide whether his/her medical information to be shared to the respective doctor or not. Once the data are shared the corresponding doctor can access the data in social network and can decrypt the content. Whenever the patient wishes to revoke the permission of the doctor to access his/her data, the patient has the option to revoke the permission. Since the data is first encrypted and uploaded in the cloud, there is no possibility of Insider’s attack. Even if the mobile phone is stolen also, no one else can use the app to encrypt the data and upload the same to cloud without knowing the symmetric key. This work demonstrates the usefulness and effectiveness of Cloud in secured sharing of sensitive medical data patients.

Many of the security algorithms perform the user authentication at the entry level, mainly to prevent Man-in-the-Middle attacks. The Secure Socket Layer (SSL) and Transport Layer Security (TLS) are the security protocols which implement data protection over the Internet. Sensitive information in the store can be monitored using an algorithm called Blue Eye. This algorithm provides data security and relationship management between original data and replicated data. It also does user authentication for allowing users to read and modify critical data [25]. Searching is made efficient using the comparison of cosine similarity of any two vectors. But it requires the data to be decrypted for finding the cosine value of it [20]. Hence the special type of encryption algorithms namely, Homomorphic algorithms such as Pallier encryption, which does not require decryption. But the homomorphic algorithms are basically time-consuming algorithms.

3. Privacy Preserving in Big Data

De-identification is a classical privacy preserving technique used in data mining. When compared to the aggregation and operations on the encrypted data, the de-identification method makes the data mining activities more simple and effective. Still the hackers can get outside information to perform re-identification, which is a security breach in de-identification method [27]. The Hybrid Execution (HybrEx) is a model for private and public cloud functionality. HybrEx model uses public cloud if there is no privacy preserving requirements. The private cloud will be used by the model if the organization requires privacy to be implemented over the sensitive data being handled. [16, 24]. Once authenticated, the users of the data can enter a Big-data management system but their access will still be influenced by a set of rules of control policy which is usually based on the privilege and right of each doctor authorized by data owner or a trusted third party.

Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) and Attribute-Based Access Control (ABAC) are the most primitive and famous models for e-Patient data [28, 22, 9]. Different authorization models are analyzed in [1]. The Role Based Access Control model is widely used. But it not flexible to fine-grained access policies. That is if the patient wants only his/her data would be available within a time slot or a specific set of doctors could access the data, RBAC will not be useful [29, 7, 19, 8, 4]. In this scenario, ABAC can be chosen which provides the patients more control over the access control management. But the implementations of ABAC are monolithic and not suitable for distributed environment. It was found that an open authorization framework called SAFAX was best suited to the Big-data environment. This framework was developed by the Eindhoven University of Technology, which provides facilities to setup authorization solutions [14]. The modules of the SAFAX framework are available as web services, which provide flexibility and scalability. And hence, web service components of this framework can be used by any application irrespective of their location and without implementation of the app.

4. Data Optimization

The past few years, healthcare systems all over the world are undergoing necessary transfiguration as they transfer from a volume-based to a value-based healthcare delivery model in an exertion to meet increasing demand for care and improve healthcare quality while limiting costs. Healthcare is a rich data field. When we collect more and more data, it will increase the demand for big data analytics. When we optimize the patient care in the growth of Big-Data in Healthcare, the main objective for every healthcare laborers is to provide the best quality care to all of their patients. Healthcare laborers can construct new, more productive processes to increase patient satisfaction through the strategic use of new mobile technologies, hospital wireless networks and latest improvements in big-data and analytics. Optimized health care system provides maximum performance with no lost resources. First we find patients having lot of risk and confirm they get the treatment they want. Second we improve processes to avoid maximum numbers of days a patient will stay in a hospital. Optimized healthcare system provides increase the satisfaction level of patients while minimizing the expenditure.

Simulation modelling is the process of creating and analyzing a digital prototype of a physical model to predict its performance in the real world. Simulation models diverge significantly in their breadth, deepness and practicality. It is used to address a wide-ranging of medical and economic decisions in healthcare occur in real life. In health care, simulation model needs modelling all the necessary features of human anatomy, physiology, pathology and response to medical treatment. Since scheduling is an important component of the happening, exhibition, development, organization and the model should be continuous in results of diseases. Presently, information are seized, kept and investigated in order to excerpt visions after the fact. A lot of profits should be recognized
if data could be endlessly examined in real-time. It supports the acceptance of fast achievement. The objective of optimization will vary depends on schedule. The claim of optimization provides the stability between the calculating productivity and the computational expenditure for different figuring loads.

Now a days, Researchers targets utilization of huge volumes of medical data while joining multimodal data from distinct sources. Multi-objective method established on mixed integer linear programming to sustenance the action in healthcare facilities. It achieves an effective feasible operational plan for each resource on a day-to-day basis and also provide the patients and the caretaker fulfillment while controlling expenditures and concerning patient’s favorites. Big data takes increase in time leads to increase in cost into a traditional comparative database for analysis. In recent years optimized big data provides reduce the waiting time and reduce the cost and also fulfilment of patient satisfaction. It conveys stable workable and minimal waiting time of caretakers and maximal patient satisfaction and minimal roaming time. A multi-objective modelling for health care system can be profitable for enhanced decision making.

Our objective is to determine a technique for each resource that fulfills several criteria: Minimization of the sum of the transport times, maximization of the balancing of the route dependency costs. For each route, calculate the sum of the level of dependence of all the visited patients. The objective is to divide up high dependent patients between the resources. Maximization of the degree of proficiency, each resource is more effective when he understands an activity for which he has a great level of competence.

5. Conclusion

Huge scope is available in the fields of health data research, knowledge discovery, clinical data analysis, and individual health management. Optimization and security of the health data are the two main issues that require more innovations. Security to Big-data can be implemented in different ways. Encrypting the data and access control are the techniques used. Depending upon the Big-data application, either encryption or access control will be used. In some systems both encryption and access control can also be used. Worth full researches had been made on the application encryption algorithms like, Homomorphic, ElGamal, and Triple-DES. User authentication can also use encryption. Not all the end users need to be given full access to the data. Restriction in data access will enforce access control over the Big-data. Resourcefully working with optimize and simulate the healthcare data sources provides immediate returns in terms of patient results and minimize the expenditures. It reduces the number of unnecessary hospitalizations. More difficult data provides in healthcare as a result leading to more chances for big data analytics.

6. Future Scope

The category of Homomorphic algorithms allows the users of the Big-data to work on the encrypted data. But formulating fully homomorphic algorithm for the target Big-data requires complex computation. The uncontrolled deviations and uncertain nature of the input data becomes more sensitive and influence more on the output of any Big-data analytical model. This fact can be used to alert the patient in advance for medical assistance.
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